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Bush Family are Nazis 
 In the early morning of the 5th of March, 2013, I was dreaming.  I found myself standing
around piles of Washington US one dollar bills.  I was with a few other people in the dream 
who I did not recognize.  We were discussing what to do with all of these useless US dollar 
bills. The piles were very large so there were thousands of $1 bills in each pile.  

We shuffled through the dollars with our feet remembering
what they once were able to buy.  We were saddened that they were
now useless since the US economy had crashed and the US Dollar
was now of no value.   One of the people who had gathered
suggested we could use the dollars as fire starters.  We all nodded
our heads in agreement still staring at the piles of bills.

I then was removed from the group and saw  floating in air
another dollar that would become the legal dollar after the crash.  It
had a picture of a man I did not recognize on the face of the dollar
replacing the face of George Washington.  Then I both saw and
heard the words “The Prescott Bush Dollar Bill.”  The dream then
ended.  I woke up and the first thing I said to myself, was “Wow, that
is interesting!”

Prescott Bush Legacy
Prescott Bush was the father of George Bush Senior and the grand father of George 

W. Bush both being US Presidents in the last 25 years.  Prescott Bush during WW2 was 
arrested by the Congress for doing business with and invested in chemical plants in Nazi 
Germany while they were bombing London, taking over Europe and gassing Jews at 
concentration camps.  

George Bush Sr. was in charge of the CIA when President Kennedy was shot with the 
CIA implicated with compelling evidence in assisting in the assassination of John Kennedy.   

During the Civil war, the Bush family were listed in Civil War records as being Jewish.  
They would be Khazar Jews and not of the Seed of Jacob but of the seed of Esau.  History 
shows this genetic line of Jews are seeking to reclaim the birthright lost by Esau and seek to 
become the power behind global economics and governments.   

The Rothchilds and others of the Illuminati families  are also Khazar Jews and not of 
the seed of Jacob.  This difference may seem like a minor fact but understand that in the 
spiritual world, one's birthright is very important in holding the 'right' to rise to power on earth 
and in the heavens.  These families consider themselves 'demigods' and deserving of the rest
of the world to serve them as their slaves.  

George W. Bush was knighted by Queen Elizabeth II after the US shadow government 
bombed the twin towers in NYC.  I say bombed because it was not the jets that took the Twin 
Towers down but explosives set at each floor that were fired in sequence for a controlled 
demolition that brought the towers straight down rather than toppling over.  

The explosives Thermate and Thermite were found in the ruins that is specifically used 
for cutting steel girders very quickly with 10's of thousands of degrees literally severing 
massive steel beams and girders instantly. 

George W. Bush was implicated in this 'false flag' disaster that give him justification to 
get the US into wars in the Middle East.  The Bush family as oil barons were tasked by their 
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superiors to secure the oil reserves in the Middle East and remove any head of government in
the region who would not pay homage and obey the dictates of the Illuminati powers.   

This is the resurgence of the Nazi Regime who never lost the war but simply went 
underground with massive bases in S. America and Antarctica where they continue today as a
self-governing empire.   The CIA was originally founded and staffed by 120 so-called Nazi 
defectors after the war who really continued on with their Nazi agenda now within the US 
government as the most privileged security and intelligence agency of our nation.  

The Bush family also Nazi in ideology are their voice in American elected government.  
With the knighting of George W. Bush by Queen Elizabeth II, we see the blessing of the most 
high-profile Royal House of Europe siding with the family of the false flag perpetrators of the 
Twin Towers disaster.  

Why Jews were Killed in Germany
The Khazar Jew hates the Jew of the seed of Jacob just as Esau hated Jacob 

thousands of years ago.  Most of the world does not know there are two distinct genetic lines 
of Jews in the world today who secretly commit genocide against each other.  The Holocaust 
of Nazi Germany with many 'Jews' being killed in concentration camps was really the Esau 
Jews seeking to kill off the remnant of the Jacob Jews.  

Hitler's grandfather was reported to be a Rothschild and thus Hitler was part Jew of the
Esau camp who hated the Jacob line of Jews. His mentor in the writing of mien Kemp was a 
Jesuit who also encouraged the genocide of Jacob Jews.  The Jesuits hate the Jacob Jews 
because they have the birthright claim as the head of the Church over the Pope since they 
stem from the Mother Church of Jerusalem.  They hate them so much they have no issue with
committing genocide against them and will even kill millions of their own Esau Jews to get to 
them.

According to the bible, the Jacob Jews are the people of promise and not the Esau 
Jews which has caused great resentment and hatred of the Esau Jews toward the Jacob 
Jews.  I will say this again.  Nazi Esau Jews had no issue in killing millions of their own Esau 
line in order to also kill as many as they could of the rival line of Jacob.

Granddaughter of Hitler
In 2003, I spent many months in correspondence with the 'granddaughter' of Hitler.   

Her story is intriguing and her evidence for Hitler not being killed in the bunker in Berlin is 
most compelling.  She produced a picture of Hitler 'living' in the US in the early 1960's. It 
definitely looked like an older  Adolf Hitler.   She said he lived to about age 62.  

She further went on and stated that the Windsors sought to merge their families with a 
marriage to her to solidify the power base of the Nazi regime and the British Royal House.  As
you may remember, King Edward who abdicated the throne was often seen among the Nazi 
brass and with Hitler.  He appeared to be a Nazi sympathizer.

Prince William some years ago went to a party dressed as a Nazi SS officer resulting in
a great outcry from Jews and others around the world.  William is not such an idiot to wear a 
controversial uniform without reason.  I do not think this act was the 'mistake of youth' but the 
sending of a message to the present ruling Nazi officials that he too was sympathetic to their 
cause and agenda.    

Both of these powers exist today as sometimes rivals and as sometimes allies in the 
staging of world events.  The Granddaughter of Hitler was not willing for such a marriage and 
her life was then threatened because of her resistance to this expectation of her.  I was told 
Prince Charles was very much infatuated with her.  Was she to marry Prince Charles now that
Diana was gone - murdered?   I have not heard from her for years and now wonder if she is 



now dead – murdered by the Windsors, the CIA or even the Nazis.

Do Not Believe the Press
What we see the press tell us is nothing about what is really going on behind closed 

doors.  Most global event news is simply smoke and lies to get their trusting public to remain 
in their complacent armchairs and distance themselves from the reality of their soon 
enslavement.  It is as if the US is being picked apart like an old car  - piece by piece  - and 
once all that is of value is removed, it is destined for the junkyard to be crushed and melted 
down.  

Death of America
Our US Constitution is already mostly suspended. Only the gun protection laws are yet 

to be removed. It is said that China will not invade the US under the UN banner until the guns 
are confiscated.  Free speech is already gone since you cannot say anything against another 
culture or moral belief system or it will be considered a hate crime.   When guns are collected 
house by house, this will be the final blow and the final end of America as we once knew her.  

Aside from this last shadow of a once free America, we have no more liberty today then
the average German did under the Nazi regime.  

No Real Liberty in America
We must pay fees and taxes to buy food, gas, travel on the roads, earn money and just

live.  We do not really own our home, car, RV's boats and more.  If we do not pay our taxes, 
the IRS as the arm of the NWO comes in and takes it away and if this is not enough in 
payment, they throw us in jail by judgment of their own IRS courts without the right to have 
the jury judgment of our peers.  

The fact is, we already live within a Nazi regime in America.  Prescott Bush Dollar Bills 
may never really become legal tender but this dream tells us that the Nazi powers have won 
and caused America to Surrender to their 'eagle' of the 3rd Reich.  It would now seem there is 
little we can do about this in saving America and the liberties of the US Constitution and 
Preamble.


